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Abstract 
This paper describes the application programming interface (API) providing authorization and 
access control in IRQ-DB. IRQ-DB is an QDMB compliant federated database system 
supporting interoperable access between relational and object-oriented databases. The 
developed security API implements a federated, administrative, discretionary access control 
policy which is role-based but additionally supports ownership of data. Authorization rules 
can be positive as well as negative and use implied authorization for deriving implicit access 
from a set of explicit rules. The security API depicts a C++ class library maintaining security 
information (like authorization subjects, objects, and rules) and providing security 
mechanisms (like identification, authentication, authorization and access control). As a 
consequence of providing interoperable access by keeping the autonomy of participating 
component databases a mapping mechanism between the heterogeneous local security policies 
and the global IRQ-DB policy had to be provided. Corresponding functionality is also 
included in the IRQ-DB security API. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Many organizations utilize a number of databases to accomplish their day-to-day data 
management functions. Typically, these databases are heterogeneous in that they store 
different types of data, represent data differently, use different data management software and 
run on different computer hardware. Although the databases have been successfully used for 
several years in an independent way the organizations are increasingly finding it necessary to 
access data from multiple such databases and to combine the existing databases to form a 
database federation. From this point of view it becomes important to develop techniques that 
facilitate interoperability. 
While advances in communication and database technology have made it possible for 
databases to communicate with each other, interoperability among heterogeneous databases 
requires the development of techniques to resolve among others, the following problems: 
semantic differences among component databases, differing structural representations, 
resolving incompatibilities in data, differing query languages, differences in data models and 
last but not least providing security in the database federation. 
IRO-DB is a federated database system (compare Sheth and Larson, 1990) providing 
interoperable access between preexisting relational and object-oriented databases. IRO-DB 
mainly consists of an uniform interoperable layer and- a set of integration policies giving a user 
the illusion of working in a single homogeneous database environment. 
It is generally understood that security in databases is a difficult and challenging issue. 
Providing security in database federations is even more complicated than in central or 
homogeneous databases because of at least two facts: First, security may suffer because of 
unauthorized collections of information from different independent and autonomous 
component databases and second, security policies and machanisms may be heterogeneous 
among the component databases. The approach used for IRO-DB is the development and 
implementation of a flexible authorization and access control system at the interoperable layer 
in order to overcome heterogeneity issues and to be able to formulate a global security policy 
incorporating different heterogeneous local policies. 
In this paper the main focus is on the application programming interface (API) to security 
functions of IRO-DB. The paper is organized as follows: In the remainder of section 1 we give 
references to related work. Section 2 provides a general overview of the architecture of IRQ
DB and of its security sub-system. Section 3 describes the security and data dictionary which 
is used to maintain security information. Section 4 provides the interfaces of the IRO-DB 
security system, including the interfaces to the local and to the interoperable security system. 
Finally, section 5 concludes and summarizes the research activities of the IRO-DB project. 

1.1 Related Work 

Issues involved in providing security and access controls in homogeneous database systems 
have already been studied for more than two decades. Many authors addressed the various 
kinds of problems faced when providing security for relational and object-oriented databases. 
A good statement on the problems involved can be obtained from Castano et al. (1995) or 
Pernul (1994). 
Although considered as an important topic for homogeneous database systems, security and 
access controls in a federated, heterogeneous environment has not been studied frequently in 
literature so far. In 1992 Morgenstern et al. summarized a panel contribution on security issues 
for federated databases with the viewpoints of several authors. Pernul ( 1992) discussed 
integration of heterogeneous access control strategies, in particular, discretionary and 
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mandatory protected component database systems in a database federation. Jonscher and 
Dittrich (1993, 1994, and 1995) discussed confidentiality for database federations enforced by 
discretionary access control within Argos, a configurable access control system for 
interoperable environments. 
Authorization and access control in IRO-DB is role-based. In the early 1990 role-based access 
controls (RBAC) were proposed as a type of non-discretionary access controls more central to 
the secure processing needs of non-military systems. Key features supported by RBAC were 
central administration and separation of duties. Lawrence (1993) refined the role of roles as a 
job describing what must be done regardless of who does it. Constraints concerning location, 
time, and data could be specified when defining a role. Fernandez et al. (1994) presented a 
generalized approach to user group structures describing a wide range of logical groupings 
within generalization structures, composition structures, and relationship structures. 
Nyanchama and Osborn (1994) presented access rights administration in role-based security 
systems. They developed a model for role organization using graph theory. The interest in 
role-based access controls has been re-newed recently by Sandhu and Coyne (1996) who 
categorized role-based access control models starting with a basic model to a model 
supporting role-hierarchies and a model incorporating constraints as well as combinations of 
those reference models. 
The architecture of the IRO-DB database federation has been first described by Gardarin et al. 
(1994). Busse et al. (1994a) proposed the means to integrate heterogeneous data sources from 
the design perspective and the data perspective for IRO-DB. Busse et al. (1994b) introduced 
the derived classes in order to integrate information of heterogeneous databases and to tailor 
the overall schema for specific applications. Gardarin et al. (1996) described the cost evaluator 
currently under elaboration for the next version of the distributed query optimizer of IRO-DB. 
For IRO-DB security the following publications are important: EBmayr et al. (1995) proposed 
a taxonomy of design choices that are mandatory for designing a security system for an object
oriented, federated database system. The taxonomy was organized in categories like 
granularity (concerning subjects, objects, and access types), authorization, and access control 
and analyzed the impact of heterogeneity, autonomy, and distribution, three characteristics of 
database federations, on the security. EBmayr et al. (1996a) described the particular design 
choices for the security model of IRO-DB which has been named FADAC. EBmayr et al. 
(1996b) focused on the architecture of security in IRO-DB. It included mechanisms to 
integrate the global security policy with local policies of the database systems joining the IRQ
DB federation and a procedure for conflict resolution of competing authorizations. 

2 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF IRO-DB AND ITS SECURITY SYSTEM 

IRO-DB uses a three layered architecture having a local, a communication, and an 
interoperable layer. A common object-oriented data model (ODMG, compare Atwood et al., 
1993) is used throughout the layers in order to provide interoperability. The model defines an 
object definition language (ODL) to declare the interfaces to object types, the object query 
language (OQL) to formulate database queries, and an object manipulation language (OML) 
to retrieve and manipulate database objects within a programming language (C++). All 
component databases at the local layer of IRO-DB implement a so called local database 
adapter (LOA) which makes the local system appear as if it was an ODMG compliant 
database. Each LOA exports its local schema or parts of it as an export schema using remote 
object access services of the communication layer. The various export schemata are imported 
at the interoperable layer (import schema) and integrated into an interoperable schema using 
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the derived classes (see Busse et al., 1994). These kind of classes provide federated views on 
the classes of the import schema with a unique semantic for all object types and methods. 
For IRO-DB, a federated administrative discretionary access control mechanism (FADAC) 
has been developed (EBmayr et al. (1996a)) and implemented to provide authorization and 
access controls. Its basic characteristics are: role-based access controls, support of ownership 
paradigm, positive, negative as well as implied authorization, integration of local security 
policies into a federated policy. Each LDA maps its local security information or parts of it to 
the FADAC model making the local security system appear as if it was FADAC compliant. 
An interoperable access must suffice a federated security policy (checked at the interoperable 
layer) and must not violate local security policies of any of the accessed LDAs (checked at the 
local layer). 

authatzed.to 

User Role 

name name access 
pa.ssv.ord 

~ pays pos./neg. 

Figure 1 Elements of the FADAC security model 

We use the OMT notation (Rumbaugh et al., 1991) to describe the FADAC security model. 
FADAC has three kinds of elements: User, Role and Class. Users are determined by a name 
and a password and have a many-to-many relationship to roles named member-of and an 
many-to-! relationship to a role named plays indicating the roles a user is a member of 
respectively the role a user is actively playing. Roles are determined by a name and have a I
to-many relationship to other roles named sub-role specifying the role-hierarchy. Classes are 
determined by a name and may participate in three many-to-many relationships to other 
classes which are named sub-class, specifying the class-hierarchy, camp-class, specifying the 
class-composition-hierarchy, and related-class, specifying general associations among classes. 
A many-to-many relationship named authorized-to exists between roles and classes. This 
relationship either permits or prohibits a role to access a class with a particular access type. 
The IRO-DB security system implementing FADAC consists of an interoperable security 
system (ISS) at the interoperable layer, a local security system (LSS) at the local layer and a 
security & data dictionary (SDD) used at both layers (see Figure 2). The SDD provides 
functionality to maintain security information, including 
• authorization subjects: i.e. users, roles, and a mapping between interoperable and local 

users/roles. 
• authorization objects: i.e. the federation, interoperable or export/import schemata, local 

databases and derived, imported, exported, or standard classes. 
• authorization rules: regulating the type of access a subject has to a particular authorization 

object. 
The ISS respectively LSS use the security information for providing the following security 
mechanisms: 
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• identification and authentication of interoperable and local users, to prove they are who 
they claim to be, 

• authorization and access control, deciding whether an access is allowed or not, 
• administration of security information about users, roles, and authorizations, and 
• security auditing in order to make users accountable for their security related actions. 
The security information of the SOD is stored in security information files (SIFs ), one for the 
interoperable layer and one for each local database participating in IR.O-DB at the local layer. 
The SIFs contain sensitive information like user passwords and authorizations and are 
therefore encrypted. 

interoperable layer 

8 secu~ ~I SOD I· ~I ISS I security 
information lnformallon I :!scama 

canmunicallon layer CLCheckAulhorlzal 

local layer I acc-cama 
8• security ~ SOD ~ ·I LSS I security 

Information lnformallon 

Figure2 The architecture of the IR.O-DB security system. 

The interoperable schema of IR.O-DB can be accessed by either using OQL queries or by 
directly manipulating objects with the OMUC++ binding. Both ways invoke the security 
system to check the user's authorization. An interoperable access must suffice the global 
security policy (checked with the ISS at the interoperable layer) and must not violate local 
security policies of any of the accessed export schemata (checked with the corresponding LSS 
at the local layer). The architecture looks as shown in Figure 2. 

3 THE SECURITY & DATA DICTIONARY (SOD) 

The SOD maintains information about authorization subjects, objects, and authorization rules. 
It is based on the interoperable data dictionary (IDD) of IR.O-DB, see Busse et al. (1994), 
which contains a description of all database objects on a meta level. In the SOD, objects that 
need to be protected are called authorization objects. For the integration of security some 
meta-classes have been added describing the authorization subjects that gain access to the 
authorization objects and the rules that specify the kind of access each subject has to a 
particular object (authorizations). The SOD is generic in the sense that it can be used at the 
interoperable layer as well as at the local layer. 

3.1 Security Information Files (SIFs) 

The security information maintained by the SOD has to be made persistent. Since a home 
database on the interoperable layer of IRO-DB is not mandatory this is done with security 
information files (SIFs). 
A SIF starts with a special keyword followed by an LDA-ID identifying the local database or 
the name of the IRO-DB database federation the SIF is associated to. The following lines 
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define the users, the roles and the authorization rules. A user definition contains the user 
name, an optional LDA-ID, a password and the definitions of local users that are mapped to 
the particular interoperable user. A role definition contains the role name, an optional super
role name, a number of associated users, and the definitions of local roles that are mapped to 
the particular interoperable role. An authorization rule is either positive or negative specifying 
a permission or prohibition, respectively. It contains the access type (read, write, create, delete, 
own, or a method name), the object type (class, schema, database, or federation) followed by 
the object name, and the subject type (user or role) followed by the subject name. 
The format of a SIF is specified in a machine-near form and recommends some kind of 
security administration tool for a database administrator (DBA) in order to create or alter SIPs. 

3.2 Encryption in IRO-DB 

A SIF contains sensitive data like user passwords and authorization rules and has to be 
encrypted and additionally protected by means of the operating system. In IRQ-DB, we use a 
combination of symmetric and asymmetric ciphers. SIPs are symmetrically encrypted using a 
secret key only known to the DBA. This key is asymmetrically encrypted using the public keys 
of each of the IRQ-DB users such that it can be decrypted with the corresponding private key 
by any IRO-DB application on behalf of an authorized IRQ-DB user. The public/private key
pairs for IRQ-DB users are generated automatically with the users not aware of it. The DBA of 
an IRQ-DB federation as well as local DBAs are provided with a tool called iro_crypt for 
performing their encryption related tasks. Figure 3 illustrates the key-rings that are produced 
when encrypting a SIF with iro_crypt. 

user1, pwd1 
user2, pwd2 

SYM(K,SIF) 

PuK(user1) 
PuK(user2) 

public key-ring 

SYM(pwd1 ,PrK(user1)) 
SYM(pwd2,PrK(user2)) 

private key-ring 

Figure 3 A SIF and its associated key-rings. 

ASYM(PuK(user1 ),K) 
ASYM(PuK(user2),K) 

secret key-ring 

The notion SYM(K,M) determines that message M (a string or a complete file) is encrypted 
with key K using a symmetric algorithm. The notion ASYM(K,M) determines that the message 
M is encrypted with key K (might be a public or a private key) using an asymmetric algorithm. 
The following key-rings exist: 
• public key-ring: containing the public keys (PuK) for each user specified in the SIF, 
• private key-ring: containing the private keys (PrK) for each user specified in the SIF. The 

information is encrypted with a one-way hash of the user's name and password. 
• secret key-ring: holding the secret key (K) used for encrypting the SIP. K is encrypted with 

each public key of the users specified in the SIP. 
These files are generated in a way that allows an IRQ-DB application on behalf of an 
authorized IRO-DB user to read from them and having the proper IRO-DB authorizations to 
write to them while running the IRO-DB application. Otherwise, the user may neither read nor 
write the security files. 
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4 THE IRO-DB SECURITY SYSTEM 

As mentioned above, the security API of IRO-DB is provided as a set of C++ classes 
implementing security mechanisms. The classes that are intended as the public security 
interface of IRO-DB, namely, the basic security system (BSS), the interoperable security 
system (ISS), and the local security system (LSS), are described in the following sub-sections. 

4.1 The Basic Security System (BSS) 

The BSS provides functionality common to the interoperable and local security system. It is a 
virtual class and can only be instantiated by one of its sub-classes, namely, ISS or LSS. The 
constructor, however, takes a flag indicating the mode of operation of the security system. If 
constructed in DBA mode any administrative functionality can be made persistent by invoking 
the save method. 

Identification and Authentication 

Identification and authentication is performed by the method login which receives a user name 
and a password. If the user name is known to the SDD and the provided password corresponds 
to the internally stored password, the user becomes the active user of the security system. 
Passwords are internally handled in two different ways: if the security system is created in 
DBA mode, the passwords are encrypted using a random session key. This enables the 
security system to retrieve the clear password later on which is needed, for instance, to save 
changes to the security information. Otherwise, saving of security information is disabled and 
a hashed version of the password is kept internally using a one-way hash algorithm. After a 
successful login the active user's current role is set to the root of the role-hierarchy by default 
and may be changed by invoking changeRole. The password of the active user may be 
changed by executing setPassword taking the old password for authentication and a string for 
the new password. 

Basic Access Control 

The basic access control algorithm is implemented in the method check of class BSS. It returns 
true, if the subject is authorized to access the requested object with the requested type, 
otherwise false is returned. Figure 4 illustrates the algorithm. 
The method check takes a subject (the active user's current role), an access-type and an object 
and runs the access control algorithm based on the authorizations of the subject. The algorithm 
includes a strategy to solve conflicts among authorizations which is: (l) ownership has the 
highest priority, (2) explicit authorizations have higher priority than implicit, and (3) negative 
authorizations have higher priority than positive. There are a number of additional methods 
provided for convenience which control the access to authorization objects of type class. 
These methods are checkRead, check Write, checkCreate, checkDelete, and checkMethod. 
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BSS :check( IN subject, type, object) y 
____r___.return true subject explicitely owns objecn 

~ n 
subject~ owns objecn ____r___.return true 

~ n 
subject explicitely prohibited to y 

access object with type? -----'--+return false 

~ n 
subject~ permitted to y 

access object with type? -----'--+return true 

~ n 
subject~ prohibited to y 

access object with type? -----'--+return false 

~ n 
subject~ permitted to y 

access object with type? -----'--+return true 

~ n 
return false 

~ 
Figure 4 IRO-DB basic access control algorithm. 

Implied Authorization 

The concept of implied authorization is implemented using domination (t:t) and equation(=) 
operators. The expression authorization = access states that access is explicitly specified with 
authorization. The expression authorization t:t access states that access is implicitly specified 
with authorization. Depending on the kind of authorization (permission or prohibition) the 
access is allowed (permission) or denied (prohibition). Furthermore, authorization subjects as 
well as objects implement domination and equation operators. The expression subject] t:t 
subject2 states that subject] dominates subject2 meaning that authorizations for subject] 
propagate to subject2 (e.g. role to sub-role). The expression object] t:t object2 states that 
object] dominates object2 meaning that authorizations for object] propagate to object2 (e.g. 
class to sub-class). An authorization explicitly specifies an access (authorization = access) if 
authorization subject = access subject, authorization object = access object, authorization type 
= access type, and authorization method name = access method name for access type = 
method. An authorization implicitly specifies an access (authorization t:t access) if 
authorization subject t:t access subject, authorization object t:t access object, authorization 
type = access type or authorization type = ownership, authorization method name = access 
method name for access type = method, and none of the following exceptions hold: ( 1) 
ownership does not propagate along the class-hierarchy or to related classes, (2) all 
permissions as well as method-authorizations do not propagate to related classes. 

Administration of Security 

Security administration requires the creation of the security system in DBA mode. This mode 
causes the security system to load security information of all users, roles, and authorizations, 
not only the security information relevant to the active user. Furthermore, the save method is 
enabled allowing to write security information to a SIF. If no name is provided with save the 
method overwrites the SIF from which security information has been loaded. The method 
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addUser creates a new user specified with a name and an initial password. The new user 
automatically becomes a member of the root-role of the role-hierarchy, removeUser deletes 
the named user. The methods changeUserName and changeUserPwd allow to modify a user. 
The method addRole creates a new role specified with a name, the new role is either a sub-role 
of the named super-role if specified, otherwise a sub-role of the root-role of the role-hierarchy, 
removeRole deletes the named role. The methods changeRoleName and changeRoleHierarchy 
allow to modify a role. The method associate makes the named user a member of the named 
role allowing the user to play the role in future, removeAssoc deletes this membership relation. 
The methods grant and revoke add/remove an authorization for a subject (specified with a 
subject-type and a name) to access an object (specified with an object-type and a name) for a 
particular access type or method. The authorization may either be positive (permission = true) 
or negative (permission =false). Each of these methods check the active user to be authorized 
for the particular administrative action. 

4.2 The Local Security System (LSS) 

The LSS inherits basic functionality from the BSS. It is created within an IDA at the local 
layer taking the name of a local database which the security system has to protect, the name of 
a SIF from which security information should be loaded, the name for a log-file to which 
security auditing information is written, and a flag indicating if the security system should be 
created in DBA or normal mode. 

Local Identification and Authentication 

In case the IRO-DB federation connects to an LDA it has to provide information including a 
user name and password which are identified and authenticated by the LSS. If successful, the 
user becomes the active user of the local security system. 

Local Access Control 

Local access control is invoked by an ISS at the interoperable layer for any access that 
concerns local data. The method check takes a user name which has to be equal to the active 
user of the LSS, changes the active user's current role to the named role, and invokes the basic 
access control algorithm inherited from BSS for the specified access. 

4.3 The Interoperable Security System (ISS) 

The ISS inherits basic functionality from the BSS. For each IRO-DB application at the 
interoperable layer an instance of the ISS is created taking the name of the IRO-DB federation 
which the security system has to protect, the name of a SIF from which security information 
should be loaded, the name for a log-file to which security auditing information is written; and 
a flag indicating if the security system should be created in DBA or normal mode. 

OQL Access Control 

The IRO-DB federation can be accessed using OQL queries which are first parsed and 
transformed into an equivalent object expression tree (OET). The OET is an IRO-DB internal 
format that represents an OQL query in a more machine-readable way. The OET is given to 
the method check -of the ISS for access controls. Each OET most likely contains several 
atomic accesses (e.g. read a class) each of which may be an access to a derived class or 
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method that produces further atomic accesses. Thus, an OET at the interoperable layer may 
contain the following types of accesses: 
1. a direct access to a derived class (contained in the OET), 
2. an indirect access to a derived class (derived from a direct access), 
3. a direct access to an imported class (contained in the OET), and 
4. an indirect access to an imported class (derived from a direct access). 
The OQL access control algorithm at the interoperable layer first computes all direct and 
indirect accesses from the OET. The basic access control algorithm is then invoked for each of 
the accesses taking into account the following policies: 
• direct accesses to classes (derived or imported) are checked at the interoperable layer, 
• indirect accesses to derived classes are not checked at the interoperable layer since they 

produce indirect accesses to imported classes, 
• all accesses (direct or indirect) to imported classes are checked at the local layer. 

OMUC++ Access Control 

IRO-DB provides an OML C++ binding which is expressed as a library providing classes and 
functions to implement the concepts defined in the ODMG data model. The C++ binding 
allows an IRO-DB application to retrieve objects and modify them using plain C++ code. The 
following accesses are possible: 
• Database::lookup_object: retrieves an object from the database/federation. The method 

invokes checkRead with the type name of the retrieved object. 
• Object::mark_modified: marks an object as modified, if the surrounding transaction 

commits the object gets updated in the database/federation. The method invokes 
check Write with the type name of the Object. 

• Object::operator new: creates a persistent object in the database/federation. The method 
invokes checkCreate with the type name of the Object. 

• Object::operator delete, Ref::delete_object: both remove a persistent object from the 
database/federation. The methods invoke checkDelete with the type name of the Object 
respectively the referenced type of Ref 

• Object::enter_method: this method is not part of the standard proposed by ODMG. It is 
intended to be called whenever a method is entered that needs access control. The method 
invokes checkMethod with the type name of the Object and the desired method name. 

Unfortunately, IRO-DB can not be aware of the execution of any user defined method. Thus, 
each method at least at the outermost level has to contain authorization-code 
(Object::enterMethod) that checks if the user executing the method is authorized to do so. 

Mapping Local Subjects 

Some additional methods are provided by the ISS for mapping local subjects to interoperable 
ones. The methods mapUsers and mapRoles associate a user/role of a local database to an 
interoperable user/role. Whenever local access controls are required the interoperable subject 
is switched to the mapped local one which helps to overcome naming differences. The 
methods unmapUsers and unmapRoles remove the mapping between an interoperable and a 
local subject. Each of these methods check the active user to be authorized for the particular 
administrative action. 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The IRO-DB security API described in this paper implements the FADAC security model. 
The API consists of mainly three C++ classes, one named ISS (interoperable security system) 
which provides security mechanisms for the interoperable layer, one named LSS (local 
security system) providing security mechanisms for the local layer respectively, and the base 
class of ISS and LSS named BSS (basic security system) which implements the security 
mechanisms relevant to both layers. All provided functionality needs security information 
which is maintained by an internal module named SOD (security & data dictionary). It keeps 
the users, the roles, the role-hierarchy, mappings between an interoperable user/role and local 
users/roles, the database objects (classes, schemata, databases, federation), and the 
authorizations specifying the kind of access a subject (user/role) has to a particular object. 
This security information is made persistent in storing it into SIFs (security information files) 
which are encrypted since they contain sensitive information like user passwords, for instance. 
Most of the problems in implementing the IRO-DB security system were due to 
inconveniences inherent to CIC++. The major disadvantage we experienced is that the tags 
private and public are not coded into the object file resulting from compiling. Thus, the linker 
does not check for members to be public or private and it would be an easy attack to modify 
the header files shipped with IRO-DB in order to get access to private members. This problem 
was solved in dividing each C++ class into a public part (which is shipped with IRO-DB) and 
into a private part containing all private members that can be used IRO-DB internally, only. 
Great care has been taken on keeping sensitive information in main memory since the 
possibility of a system crash or lack of main memory etc. cause the contents to be dumped on 
hard disk. Therefore, user passwords are kept encrypted in main memory and memory space is 
blanked before freeing or deleting it. 
The authors would like to thank all partners of IRO-DB ESPRIT -Ill, a joint project of GMD
IPSI (Germany), lbermatica (Spain), Intrasoft (Greece), EDS, EURIW ARE, PRISM, 02 
Technology (France), GOPAS (Germany), and FAW Linz (Austria), for many interesting 
discussions on technical meetings. 
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APPENDIX: ACRONYMS 

API Application Programming ISS Interoperable Security System, 
Interface IRQ-DB Security System 

BSS Basic Security System LDA Local Database Adapter 
CDBS Component DBS LSS Local Security System 
DAC Discretionary Access Controls ODL Object Definition Language 
DBA Database Administrator ODMG Object Database Management Group 
DBMS Database Management System OET Object El{l>ression Tree 
DBS Database System OML Object Manipulation Language 
FADAC Federated Administrative DAC OQL Object Query Language 
FOBS Federated DBS SDD Security & Data Dictionary 


